Introduction
In reinforced concrete (RC) structures, estimation of the crack bridging force by the reinforcing steels from surface crack opening displacements (CODs) is the inverse problem of a fracture mechanics based transformation. The transformation is an integral transform derived by following the weight function method of determining stress intensity factors. The direct problem of the transformation solves for CODs with known applied and reactive forces, and the inverse problem works out the crack bridging force from known CODs; either analytically estimated or measured on site. Since practically measured CODs are susceptible to data perturbation, the inverse problem becomes illposed and needs a regularization method to obtain a unique and stable solution. Direct problems of similar fracture mechanics based transformation in context of many engineering materials of various geometry and loading conditions were covered by Marshall et al. 1985 , Marshall and Cox 1987 , Cox and Marshall 1991a , McMeeking and Evans 1990 , Buchanan et al. 1997 , Fett et al. 1996 and Kitsutaka 1997 . These direct problems were solved for CODs in fibrous composites and quasi-brittle materials (e.g., concrete, rocks, ceramics) assuming continuous bridging law functions (p -u relation, p being the crack bridging force and u the CODs). This paper addresses both the direct and the inverse problems pertinent to RC beams, where no p -u relation exists due to complex state of stresses in the proximity of deformed bar ribs and discreteness of the bridging forces.
In this paper, the discrete rebar forces that tend to close the crack at rebar locations are simulated by unit step functions and are determined from CODs by the Tikhonov regularization method of the theory of inverse problems. Usually, rebar forces are computed by transformed RC section analysis equilibrating the moment of internal flexural stresses to the acting bending moment in the cross-section. Fracture mechanics based models using the weight function method are also available. Carpinteri (1984) simulated a cracked RC beam by Single Edge Notched (SEN) fracture specimen to estimate the rebar force by rotation congruence condition. The basic model was further extended to cyclic loading by Carpinteri and Carpinteri (1984) , to the failure behavior of RC beams by Bosco and Carpinteri (1992) , and to the constitutive flexural behavior of brittle-matrix composites by Carpinteri and Massabo (1997) . These methods require the cross-section of the beam known explicitly beforehand, whereas a method exploiting CODs to determine the rebar force is still scarce. This paper adopts the bridged crack model to simulate cracked RC beams and utilizes the fracture mechanics concepts to 4 relate the rebar force with CODs. Computations reported in this paper show that the rebar force may be determined from CODs without cross-section information, even when the practically measured CODs are noisy. At the same time, distribution of the rebar force along the crack indicates the location of rebars inside bulk concrete and their diameters, spacings, clear covers, etc.; the smaller the error, the better the approximation. Cox and Marshall (1991b) followed the Tikhonov regularization method to solve an illposed inverse problem during the determination of the bridging law in continuously aligned fiber composites, and Massabo et al. (1998) followed the same method in characterizing the bridging mechanisms developed across delamination cracks by through-the-thickness reinforcements under mode II loading. In both cases, assumption of a continuous crack bridging force facilitated to expand p(u) (or, p(x) , x is the location This paper starts with the integral transform for cracked RC beams, and solves it both as a direct problem and as an inverse problem considering that the transformation is compact between inner-product spaces. The direct problem, which requires a known rebar force, is solved for the analytical CODs. To input into the direct problem, the rebar 5 force may be calculated separately, e. g., by the transformed RC beam section analysis.
Random numbers of a certain width are added to the analytical CODs to simulate the possible perturbation in the practically measured CODs. With these perturbed (or noisy) CODs, a finite dimensional approximation of the ill-posed inverse problem is introduced, where the extremals of the Tikhonov functional is determined in a finely discretized grid.
The regularization parameter is chosen following the generalized discrepancy principle and fluctuations of results in different topological spaces are tested. The results of the inverse problem (i.e. the rebar force) are presented for different levels of noise in the CODs data.
The objective of this paper is to develop a method to determine the statically indeterminate rebar force from CODs, without making use of any cross-section parameters such as clear cover, reinforcement ratio, etc. Such a method will be a tool in maintenance engineering for nondestructive tests of existing structures for the cases where (1) original detailing is inadequate or unavailable and (2) damages (e.g., corrosion) or maintenance works (underlay, overlay) have altered the cross-section significantly.
Basic Assumptions
RC beams in pure flexure are idealized in Fig. 1 with a crack of length a at the mid-span.
The crack has already passed through all rebar layers along the total depth of the beam, b.
The reactive rebar forces F 1 , F 2 and F 3 tend to impede the opening due to active bending stress, (x) on the crack plane, x. Such a single dominant crack at the mid-span resembles an SEN fracture specimen, and a zero or negligible shear at the crack plane ensures mode 6 I fracture. Furthermore, a two dimensional analysis may be exploited since the crack is through-the-thickness, where relevant quantities are applicable to unit thickness of the beam. If the beam span is large compared to other dimensions, the weight function of an SEN specimen with infinite length and finite width is applicable.
Linear elastic material response is assumed for both concrete and steel focusing on maintenance of existing structures under service loading. Crumbling and crushing of concrete at the crack surfaces are taken into account by a discrete crack approach assuming that the crack is a finite thickness thin-layer discontinuity while the bulk concrete is a continuum. It is further assumed that a perfect and total force transfer occurs at steel-concrete interface into both sides of the crack. These assumptions are generally made in constitutive modeling of RC by fracture mechanics (e. g., Ben Romdhane and Ulm 2002) and the onset of cracking is manifested by the fracture toughness of concrete, K IC (Carpinteri, 1984 , Bosco and Carpinteri 1992 , Carinteri and Massabo 1997 . The applicability of a single Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) parameter is supported for concrete if a correct stress intensity factor calibration is available for specimens large enough compared to the crack length and/or aggregate size (Saouma et al. 1982) . Since concrete fracture is characterized by extensive micro-cracking, surface roughness and three dimensional uneven apertures, application of LEFM needs a justification. Various models exist in the literature pertinent to cracking in materials with a relatively large fracture process zone ahead of the crack. A historical review of all relevant researches is available in Bazant (2002) with adaptation of LEFM models, viz.
by an equivalent LEFM crack length, modification of stress intensity factor for size effect, 7 etc. In the current analysis, the criterion for crack advance in the bridged crack model under monotonic loading is
where K a and K b are the stress intensity factors due to the external load and the rebar force respectively, while K tip is the net stress intensity factor combining both effects.
Fracture Mechanics Based Transformation
With the assumptions described in the previous section, Castigliano's theorem is applied in the RC beam to derive CODs as
where E´= E c for plane stress and E´= E c /(1- 2 ) for plane strain respectively (Cox and Marshall 1991a ). E c is the Young's modulus of concrete,  the Poisson ratio and G (x, a, b) is the weight function to determine a stress intensity factor. Standard forms of weight functions for a large variety of geometry are available in the stress intensity factor handbooks. The weight function for an SEN specimen of infinite length and finite width is (Tada et al.1985 )
The mechanics of a deformed bar pull-out from concrete is complicated due to interlocking of rebar ribs into bulk concrete along with complex conical stress patterns for secondary cracking (Goto 1971) . In the current model, pull-out load is assumed linearly proportional to the acting bending moment until steel yielding. Post-yielding behaviors are not considered focusing on the service loading range, where acting bending moments do not exceed the nominal moment capacity. Within this range, variation of the rebar force along the crack is simulated (Fig. 2 ) by unit step functions as
where, by The net crack opening estimated by Eq. (2) is thought composed of two effects (Fett et al. 1996) . First, the crack is opened due to applied load with the profile u a (x) and second, the reactive rebar force closes the crack by u b (x).
where
and with rearrangements
Eq. (7) 
where  1 , 2 R are scalars, R being the field of real numbers. CODs uˉ is continuous on [0, a] . A unique and stable solution is sought with this assumption and consistency of data from the results of the direct and the corresponding inverse problem will be tested. Lack of stability in the inverse problem might enforce to assume a stronger norm (Kirsch 1996 (Michael and Herget 1981, Reddy 1986 ).
Numerical Approximations
The integral kernels of Eq. (2), (6) and (7) encounter singularities at x = a. So, the weight function is approximated by its finite difference equivalent in such a way that │a-x│>0.
A suitable grid is chosen from the crack mouth to the crack tip as
where x i <a j for i ≤ j with equal step interval h x . Consequently, the weight function G(x, a, b) is approximated with the matrix g ij G for a certain specimen width as
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The approximated weight function should be real-valued, continuous and non-singular on
The matrix G is a lower triangular matrix for the choice of a grid stated in Eq. (10).
Approximated weight function leads to an approximated transformation T  instead of T defined by Eq. (7) with error level >0 as
Both the transformations (T and CODs data should be measured at the grid points as
the finer the grid, the better the accuracy in computation. Crack openings due to applied load, u a (x) in Eq. (6) are deterministic and are computed for any loading magnitude and distribution with desired accuracy as
and following Eq. (7), CODs u are subtracted from crack openings u a to get the crack closings by the rebar force. The vector u b R(T)U being computed at the grid points is
.
The rebar force fD(T) is computed in the inverse problem at the same grid points as
Inverse Analysis
Solving an ill-posed problem needs regularizing algorithm which minimizes the discrepancy. There may be a family of regularizing operators depending on error set η = (, ) such that
but we adopt the following smoothing functional proposed in the Tikhonov regularization method and determine the minimal of this functional for our transformation in Eq. (7)  
where  is the regularization parameter.
Numerical solution of ill-posed problems approximates the initial infinite-dimensional problem to a finite dimensional one, for which numerical algorithm and computer programs can be developed. To ensure better convergence of the extremals of the Tikhonov functional with those of the finite dimensional approximation, the dimension of the finite dimensional approximation should increase unboundedly (Tikhonov et al. 1990 ).
We choose a sufficiently large dimension so that the error in the approximation is substantially small. Thus the following Tikhonov functional, obtained by substituting Eq. 
for l = 1,………,m. We solve this as the following system of equations
The matrix C in Eq. (26) 
We find the vector f from a family of approximate solutions f   , depending on the regularization strategies. For cases where no zero exists and   ()>0 for all >0, the solution is
Solution Procedure
Solution of the direct problem is not unstable if a known rebar force f(x) is substituted into Eq. (2) from a separate computation. For example, the rebar force may be computed by balancing the moment of the couple generated by concrete compression and rebar tension in the cross-section with the applied bending moment (transformed section
where j is the section parameter and d is the effective depth of the beam. Small errors in the rebar force computation do not lead to large variations in the results of the direct problem (i. e. the CODs), since the transformation itself is a smoothing integral transform.
But, the inverse transformation is the opposite of integration, where a small error in CODs may lead to errors greater than the worst case error, which in some cases tends to infinity (Kirsch 1996) .
The direct problem of Eq. (2) computes the analytical CODs. If the basic assumptions, and the fracture mechanics based transformation are close to the reality, these analytical
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CODs should be close to the practically measured CODs on real concrete structures.
Slight deviations originating from measuring technique and devices are not unexpected.
The measurement errors, which inevitably perturb the CODs are simulated by adding random numbers to the analytical CODs. The machine generated random numbers may have any statistical distribution within a certain interval. For example, random numbers having a normal (Gaussian) distribution with a zero mean and a certain standard deviation may be chosen so as to invoke 0.1% to 10% errors in the analytical CODs.
Thus the analytical CODs are converted to noisy CODs to enter into the inverse problem, where no cross-sectional information is required to determine the rebar force. The Euler equation in Eq. (26) is solved for the unknown vector f with a perturbed right hand side.
Families of regularization strategies for different values of the regularization parameter
are examined and the most appropriate one defined by Eq. (29) and Eq. (30) are taken.
The computed rebar force is expected to match the previous one used in the direct problem computed by Eq. (31). It is observed that data with very low level of noise retrieves the expected rebar force and the results become inaccurate with the increase of error percentages.
Numerical Examples
The first set of computations reported in this section is relevant to the cross-section shown in Fig 
Direct problem
The crack length at a certain load in monotonic loading is determined by the fracture condition given in Eq. (1). First, the net stress intensity factor K tip is computed as the total effect of fracturing by the applied load, and shielding by the rebar force as
Choice of the weight function G(x, a, b) stated in Appendix A for computing the stress intensity factor of RC beams deserves a scrutiny. A finite element analysis by ANSYS package is presented in Appendix C, where the stress intensity factors computed by Eq.
(32) are compared with those by the finite element analysis.(x) in Eq. (32) is the bending stress that would have existed on the crack plane if there was no crack. (x) is caused by the applied load and has a linear profile as
where,  max is the maximum stress at the top/bottom fiber of the cross-section. The total rebar force F determined by Eq. (31) Fig. 7(a) .
The second set of computations relevant to Fig. 8 is more specific. A rectangular crosssection RC beam with two layers of rebars is on a four-point loading. Loads, materials, cross-section and geometric properties are delineated on Fig. 8(a) -8(b) . Fig. 8(c) shows the rebar force computed by Eq. (31) for using in the direct problem, and Fig. 8(d) presents the relevant CODs profile; the result of the direct problem. The dotted line with circular markers in Fig. 8(d) shows the noisy CODs, after random numbers have been added to the analytical CODs. Data points are collected from the dotted curve and entered into the inverse problem. Two sets of noisy CODs having 1% and 5% data errors are entered into the inverse problem, and the rebar forces presented in Fig. 8 
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For practical application, very sophisticated techniques should be followed to measure CODs. At the same time, instrumental and computational error levels should be defined accurately for a correct choice of the regularizing parameter. Collections of surface CODs data are reported by using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Laser Interferometric Displacement Gauge (IDG) (Buchanan et al. 1997 , Rodel et al. 1990 , Studer et al. 2002 where noise level is limited within several microns. A high resolution digital camera or a scanning microscope might be sufficient for massive concrete structures.
Conclusion
The Tikhonov regularization method has been exploited to compute the rebar force from 
  2 2 52 . Results are presented in Table 1 . Stress intensity factors by the weight function method are determined by Eq. (32) and (33) . Two dimensional half-span beam for FEM analysis by ANSYS package with the adopted mesh.
Fig. 1
The applied bending stress and the rebar force acting on the crack plane.
Fig. 2
The rebar force is simulated by the unit step functions.
Length of specimen, l→∞ Deviations accounted in CODs profiles due to numerical approximations.
Fig. 4
Beam cross-section considered in the first set of numerical examples. (1), (e) retrieved rebar force from CODs data with 1% error, (f) retrieved rebar force from CODs data with 5% error. 
Fig. 9
Two dimensional half-span beam for FEM analysis by ANSYS package with the adopted mesh. 
